
‘here I am back in the shit’: picaresque and “picaresque” in Beckett’s novel series 

 

It is often said that the novel is a “bourgeois” form. Emerging out of the internecine dualism of Don 

Quixote, which favours neither the idealism of the aristocratic position, nor the grubby workaday reality 

it effaces, the novel is concerned with the fresh opportunities of social movement for a new class of 

people. It is dynamic, productive and prevailingly optimistic, like the society it presents.  

This, at least, is the view of the novel that Samuel Beckett intended to oppose in Murphy. His plan was to 

‘invert’ the conventions of ‘encounter’ and ‘mission’, which the eighteenth-century novel – Beckett 

names Gil Blas, but Roderick Random and Tom Jones also featured in his reading at this time – 

introduced from medieval romances to enable its surprising reversals of (economic) fortune. Beckett’s 

hero, inversely, would be ‘realised’ by a ‘failure to encounter’. Missionlessness is Murphy’s only 

‘mission’, as it would be for so many of his fictional descendants.  

Beckett is not alone in attributing these conventions to the ‘picaresque’. But the Spanish picaresque, 

which is distinguished by its narrative inertia and the unrelenting abjectness of its protagonists, had 

already inverted the formulae of romance in the ways that Beckett envisioned.  

This paper asks how a genre could have been effaced from the dominant tradition of the novel, and what 

Samuel Beckett does to rediscover it in his ‘series’ beginning with Murphy. Like Beckett, the authors of 

Lazarillo de Tormes (1554) and The Swindler (c. 1599) are concerned with destitution and decline. Black 

humour, dry irony and scatology also mark them out as kindred. Both satirically attack the customs of 

class, religion and literature, and they are structured around antagonistic master/servant relationships. 

By examining these similarities with Beckett’s work in a context of the eighteenth-century fiction that he 

misconceived as “picaresque”, I will suggest that the origins of the novel are not bourgeois as many have 

believed.  

 

 


